HEALTHCARE SPANISH
SPAN 2405, ONLINE
FALL 2021
MLL & PCS

• Class meets Wednesdays 6:30 to 9:15 pm
• Basic Spanish proficiency preferred
• Interested please contact Professor Sanz Alvarez: asanzalvarez@fordham.edu
SPAN 2405: Healthcare Spanish I, FALL 2021
ONLINE
Basic Spanish proficiency preferred
Designed for:
- Premed students
- Social Work students
- ESPERANZA Initiative Program

For further information please contact Professor Sanz Alvarez:
asanzalvarez@fordham.edu
Department of Modern Languages and Literatures and School of Professional and Continuing Studies
SPAN 2405, HEALTHCARE SPANISH
Wednesdays, 6:30-9:15pm (Zoom)
Fall 2021

INFORMATION:
ASANZALVAREZ@FORDHAM.EDU
MLL & PCS
The course is specifically designed so that students that have never taken Spanish and students who had, or are heritage speakers, could take it. By the end of this course, students would be familiar with the vocabulary and basic grammar that would enable their understanding of Healthcare Spanish at an introductory level. The syntactic and vocabulary selected for this course, aims at a practical use of language that will allow the students to successfully conduct the clinical interview with the patient. Attention will also be devoted to the socio-pragmatic aspect of language, providing the students with the necessary sociocultural knowledge to succeed when interacting in a healthcare communicative context.
• Course materials:

• All the materials will be posted on BB. Students do not need to buy any textbook/materials to take this course.
Pre med students

Esperanza Initiative

Social Work students

PCS

Nursing
SPAN 2405: Healthcare Spanish

Fall 2021, ONLINE (ZOOM)

• This course is designed with a very practical communicative goal in mind: To be able to conduct the clinical interview in Spanish. The vocabulary and grammar is carefully selected in order to achieve this purpose.

Wednesdays, 6:30-9:15 pm